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I. F’hys. A: Malh. Gen. 28 (1995) 4191-4200. Printed in Ihe UK 

COMMENT 

Reply to the comment on the transcendental method 

S M Perovicht 
Depamnent of Nuclear Engineering, Univesity of Montenegro, Montenegro, Yugoslavia 

Received 26 October 1993, in final fom 5 January 1995 

Abstract. Using an unconventional mathematical approach and analysis of the preasion of 
solution by a new formula for the =presentation of number in the uanscendental method, we 
indicate that the objection given in the comment most probably shows a lack of understanding 
and misapprehension. Undoubtedly, the hanscendental equation of the neutron slowing down 
has an analytical closed-form solution. This solution is exact according to the new closed- 
form repsentation of numbers with the desired accuracy. The numerical results, obtained 
for different magnitudes of the transcendental parameter E @ ) ,  support the validity and basic 
principles of the transcendental mthod. 

1. On the nature of the analytical dosed-form solution to the transcendental equation 
of a neutron slowing down 

The comment (Miranovi6 1995) confines its attention to the transcendental equation 
described in equation (61)P (Perovich 1992). This equation, after some elementary 
simplification, takes the form 

where 

Y(u)  = Zl(U)BO(U) B ( 4  = BO(U)Bl(U) 

&(U), &(U) and ZI(U) are given in equations (62)P and (63)P, respectively (Perovich 
1992). 

Fortunately, the transcendental approach yields a general methodology for computing 
Y(u), thus the solution of equation (1) can be written in the closed-form representation 

Y(u)  = In(F-(y, u)/F-O, + 1, U)) for large y (2) 

or, consequently, for fixed U, the number Y takes the following form 
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since the dissonance function F-(y, U) is defined as 

m - 
~ - ( y ,  U) = C ( - ~ ( u ) ) " ( y  - n ~ ~ ( y  - n)/n! 

n=o 

where H is the Heaviside's unit function defined as 

(4') 

1 for y t n 
0 fory  <n. 

H(y - n) = 

By differentiation from equations (4) and (43 we find 

Now, after a simple modification, the above equation can be Written in the form: 

(since a H ( y  - n)/ay = S(y - n)). Furthermore, in view of (y - n)S(y - n) = 0 the 
statement (y-n)"'6(y-n) = (y-nn)"-'[(y-n)6(y-n)] =O,forn 2 1,followstrivially. 
(See, for instance, Louis Maisel (1971). section 2.3: Duac delta function.) Thus, we find 
that, for y =- 0, equation (5) takes the following form 

F-(Y - 1, U) = (--I/B(u))aF-Cy, u)/~Y: 

In fact, this result can also be obtained by differentiating (4) for [y] = K, ( K  < y < K f l ) .  
Thus, equation (5) is reconciled with the statement following equation (19)P. From a 
theoretical point of view, the solution (3) for Y can be found with an arbitrary order of 
accuracy, taking an appropriate value of y. The relation between y and precision of solution 
P is given graphically. The nature of precision P ( y ,  U) as a function of Iethacgy y can 
be seen very well in figure 1, which is plotted using the right-hand side of the following 
equation 

P ( Y ,  U) = --IglG(y, ~ ) l  (6) 

where 

G(Y, U) = Y(u) - B(u)  exp(Y(u)) 

for different values of y. Numerical results obtained for a solution precision P ( y , u )  
are presented in figure 1 for several values of B(u) (the figure is obtained using the 
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MAl’€mMATICA program). Let us note that a similar tendency has also been observed for 
other values of B .  According to the author’s knowledge, formula (3) for the presentation 
of the number Y is a new one, and shows that number of accurate digits in the structure 
of Y depends on the lethargy y. In other words, the choice of y controls the number of 
accurate digits for the constants Y, and satisfies the error criterion. As is well known the 
number of accurate digits in the numerical structure of constant Y is practically determined 
by the physical requirements of the neutron’s slowing down process, independently of the 
theoretical idea of infinite precision. Note that the applications of the exact numerical 
structure (3) have been limited by the unreachable limit of an infinite precision for constant 
Y (similarly as for constants exp(l), n, etc). For these reasons, the practical applicable 
formula for Y takes the form 

I 
where y,  is the value of the lethargy y when the error function defined as 

G ( Y ,  U) = Y(*) - B(u) exP(Y(*)) (8) 

satisfies the inequality 

MY,  u)l 4 g for Y > Y ,  (9) 

where g is an arbitrary small positive number and, for large y ,  g vanishes. Large y ,  in 
the theoretical sense, denotes the infinite large value of y which still contains the physical 
individuality of the lethargy, and satisfies the conventional requirements of mathematical 
infinity. 

Egore 1. Relationship between the solution precision and lethargy for different parameters E .  

2. Concerning ule genesis of analytical dosed-form solutfon (2) 

The transcendental equation (1) can be identified with an integral equation of type 
m 

F_(Y, U) = ~ ( u )  / ~ - ( t ,  u)d t  for y > I 
Y-1 
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(equation (67)P, where F-(y, U) = Q(Bo(u)y,  U)) or, in the form 

F-(Y,x)=F-(yo,u)--(u) F-(t-l,u)dt f o r y > y 0  (10) 

where 

Substituting expression (5) for FJt  - 1, Y) on the right-hand side of equation (lo), we 
obtain 

F-OI, U) = F-(Yo, U) + F-(Y, U) - F-00, U) 

since 

( -B(u))"(~ - n)"S(t - n) dt/n! = 0 

according to the following statement (Make1 1971): If a function 00) is continuous at 
t = @ then, for a < b, we find 

Now, we have completed our proof that dissonance function F-(y, U) satisfies integral 
equation (IO). Furthermore, the solution F-(y,u) is unique. On the other hand, the 
particular solution of the form 

satisfies integral equation (lo), under one single condition that y E D,, where Dy is the 
domain of large (or near infinite) lethargies y. Namely, from equation (IZ), we obtain 

W-,(y, uyay  = -B(U)F-p(y - 1, U). 

F-p(Y. U) = F-(YO. U) + F-,(Y, U) - F-p(Y0. U). 

F-00. U) = F-pCYO. U). 

(13) 

After substituting equations (12) and (13) in equation (lo), we find 

Accordingly, the above equality is satisfied provided that 

(14) 

Equation (14) is exact (infinite precision) only for large (or near infinite) yo. For other values 
of yo (finite values), the equalization (14) is exact with a limited numbex of accurate digits 
(finite precision). Thus, substituting the results (4) and (12) for F-(y, U) and F-,(y, U). 
respectivkly, in equation (14) we obtain 
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Of course, for an arbitrary finite value of lethargy yf in the above equation there should be 
an approximation sign, and then we have 

Since B(u) = Y(u)exp(-Y(u)), then from equation (15). we obtain 

[ Y I  

n=O 
(1 -Y(u)) C(-I)"Y"(U) exp(Y(u)(y-n))(y-n)"/n! = 1 for large y 

or, more explicitly, in the form 

(1 - Y(u))X((-Y(u)y(y - n)"/n!  z(Y(u))"(y -n)"/m! = 1 for large y. (16) 

After series expansion on the left-hand side, the above equation, for fixed values of the 
lethargy U, can be Written as 

IYl m 

n=O m=O 

m m m 

ymym/m! - ym+'(y - I ) ~ + ' / ( ~ ! I ! )  + ym+'(y -z)"+'/(m!2!) +. . . 
m=O m=O 

for large y. I + (-1)K Ym+K(y - K)"+K/(m!K!)  + . . ' +. * 
m=O 

From the above expansion, clearly, term of YM takes the following form: 

(yM/M! - yM-'/(M - l)!) - ((y - l)M/(M - l)! - (y - l)'-l/(M - Z!)) 

+ ((y - Z)M/((M - 2)!2!) - (y - 2)M-'/((M - 3)!2!)) + . . . 
+ ( - I Y ( ( ~  - M)~/(M!)  - (y - M)~-' /(M - I)!) 

and, finally, on the left-hand side of equation (16) we obtain 

Thus, equation (16) takes the form 

(17) 
(-l)"(y -n)M-l  

(y - M) = 0 for large y 
n=O (M - n)!n! M=l 

(since for M = 0 we have: l(y/y) = 1). Note &at the equality in (17) holds if and only if 

(18) 
(-l)"(y - n)M-l = O  for VM 2 1, M = 1.2.3, .... 2 (M-n)!n! 
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By using mathematical induction we can simply show that equation (18) is satisfied for any 
positive integer M > 1. Using this approach of mathematical induction we have a complete 
proof for the existence of equality (15). 

Finally, it is clear that particular solution, for large y, satisfies equation (IO) according 
to the infinite precision of equalization (14). Then, applying a unique solution principle, 
we have 

or 

and 

So, equation (1) can be solved analytically. Furthermore, it is perfectly clear that if equality 
(15) is true, then equations (2). (3) and (21) become exact, and the number Y can be obtained 
with infinite precision (exact solution). Obviously, formula (21) represents an analytical 
closed-form solution of transcendental equation (1). Solution (21) is exact, because for 
Y ( U )  we have infinite precision. Clearly, the number of accurate digits in the numerical 
structure of Y is determined by the degree of accuracy in the equalization (19). Namely, 
equation (19) becomes exact for large y ,  and then we have infinite precision for number Y. 
For any finite values of y we have limited accuracy (finite precision) defined by equation (9). 
Let us note that numerical calculation of Y(u)  is practically possible by using the formula 
(7) in the following form: 

where ya is defined in the section 1. 
At the end of this section I must emphasize that the dissonance functions F-(y,  U )  are 

not polynomials because of the Heaviside unit function and the Dirac delta function in the 
structure of derivatives. For example, from equation (5) we have 

They are polynomial dissonance functions (as one class of the special functions). 
Consequently the analysis in the comment requires a very subtle justification. 
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3. Conclusions 

First and foremost, there are serious doubts about the commentator’s understanding 
of the relationship between an exact analytical closed-form solution (equation (3) and 
equation (73)P for large y ) ,  and a suitable approximate analytical closed-form solution, 
for number Y (equation (7) and equation (73)P for finite values of y). Obviously, the 
commentator misunderstood that equations (7) and (73)P, for any finite value of the lethargy 
y ,  represent the exact solutions in the transcendental method theory. However, equations (7) 
and (73)P, for finite values. of y are approximate analytical closed-form solutions which 
give the numerical results with limited accuracy. On the other hand, in the transcendental 
method theory, formula (3) represents the numerical structure of the constants Y with infinite 
precision (unlimited accuracy), while formula (22) determines the constants Y with limited 
accuracy. In an exact way, the number of accurate digits, in the practical applicable Y, 
is in accordance with the physical requirements of exactness. Accordingly, the final form 
of the solution for the collision density, described in equation (65)P, continues to stay 
in a domain of an analytical closed form, regardless of the number of accurate digits in 
the numerical structure of constants Y (equations (6) and (22)), which are obtained by 
computer calculation. Namely, between the symbol Y represented in equation (3). and a 
suitable closed-form representation for number Y in equation (22), there exists a qualitative 
distinction regarding theoretical exactness. It is analogous to the essential distinction 
between the constant n and a finite number of known acwate digits in the numerical 
structure of the number n (5000 digits of accuracy obtained in the program MATEEMATICA, 
for instance). 

The key to the problem is in the fact that the degree of accuracy in equalization (15) 
simulates the nature of solution precision P ( y ,  U). Thus, when equation (15) becomes exact 
(for large value of y )  then we have infinite precision for number Y and, consequently, we 
have the exact solution of equation (1). On the other hand, the commentator’s argument deals 
with the relationship between functions F-(y, U) and F-,(y, U) but only for finite y .  when 
we have limited accuracy for equalization (15). In this way, from the obvious inequality 
F-(y) # ~ - , ( y )  (or Y(u)~, Eq.(3) # Y(u)i. ~q.(zz)) for finite values of y, the commentator 
concludes incorrectly that Y and collision density @(y ,  U), represented in equation (3) 
and in equation (65)P, respectively, are not exact solutions! (Analogously, according to the 
commentator’s logic, from the obvious inequality n # 3.14 (as Y(u)i. ~q.0) # Y(u)i. %.(a)), 
directly follows the statement that number n (as number Y )  is not exact-and, consequently, 
that all expressions which contain the number n (circumference, volume of sphere etc), 
are not exact.) I believe that the commentator still does not doubt the exactness of the 
number n, but then, consequently, if the commentator accepts the number n as exact, 
why not accept the number Y as exact, as well. It is obviously that the commentator’s 
approach is a tautologism because of the fact that the inequality F-(y)  # F-,(y) for a 
finite value of lethargy y ,  in the transcendental method theory, follows directly. Let us note 
that the commentator fails to see that the degree of accuracy in equalization (15) uniquely 
determines the number of accurate digits for Y ,  all the way to the infinite precision. This 
implies that the commentator does not have a clear idea. about what finite y is, and what 
large y is in the transcendental method theory. Thus, the commentator, in his attempt to 
attain infinite precision for number Y (exact solution), forgets the domain of l&e y! Since, 
according to the transcendental method theory, it cannot give a valid result, he blames the 
transcendental method! Finally, if we agree that number Y in equation (3) has infinite 
precision, then we must accept the fact that solutions (3) and (73)P, for large y ,  are exact, 
in the theoretical sense. (For instance, the numbers Y are as exact as the numbers exp(l), 
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a, A, etc.) Accordingly, the commentator's objection has no relevant meaning for the 
basic principles of the transcendental method and, most likely, the commentator's problem 
is the philosophical problem of the unreachable limit of infinite precision for the numbers 
like Y, exp(l), x ,  etc. 

Furthermore, the analytical closed-form representation (22) (and equation (6)) gives 
impressive results (see figure 1 and table 1). which, consequently, suggest that my method 
works. In this way, any doubts about the validity of applications of the transcendental 
method become scholastic speculations. 

In accordance with the nature of dissonance function F-(y ,  U), the analysis of their 
derivatives in the comment requires a very subtle justification for any integer lethargy 
values y ( y  = M, M = 1,2.3,. , .). This can be seen by writing akF-@, u) /ayk  for 
M < y < M + 1 in the form 

a k ~ - @ ,  u ) /ayk  = C(-i)mBm(u)s(k-l-m)(y - m) (24) 

Formula (24) is simply derived. For instance, the function F-(y,  U) (equation (4')) for 
lethargy 2 < y c 3 take-s the form 

M 
fork > M + I. 

m=O 

After differentiation, we find 

aF-z(Y. w a y  = J(Y) - B(U)X(Y  - 1) + B ~ ( u ) ( Y  - ~ ) H ( Y  - 2) 

(since ( y  - n)"S(y - n) = 0, for n 2 1, and d @ ) X ( y  - n)/dyk = Sck)(y - n) (Maisel 1971). 
and 

a3F-(y,  .)/ay3 = 6"(y) - B(u)S'(y - 1) + BZ(u)S(y - 2). 

Or, generally 

2 

akF-z(y, u)/ayk = C(- l )mBm(u)S'k- l -m)(y  - m) fork > 3. (26) 
.W=O 

Similarly, for 3 < y < 4 the function F-(y, U) takes the following form: 

E 3 ( Y ,  U) = F - d y ,  U) - B3(u)-H@ 3! -3). 

After differentiation, the above equation becomes 

2 
akF-3(y. u ) /ayk  = ~ ( - I ) " B " ( U ) S ' ~ - ' - " ' ( ~  - m )  - B3(u)S(k4)(y - 3 )  for k 2 4 

m=O 
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Table 1. For B(u) = 0.17. These results are obtained using the u~nma'nc~ program. Let us 
note that a similar tendency has also been observed for other values of B(u) e l/exp(l). 

M 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 

60 

10 

80 

Y 
0.2096523116 
0.2096523776113751526854 .- 

0.209 652311 611 315 152 685 41 1 045 492 259 
0.209 652311617375 152685411 045492259 182 111234 133 
0.209 652377 611 375152685 411 045 492259 182 111234 133 891 21950 
992 
0.209652317617315 152685411 045492259 182 117234 133 891 21950 

0.209 65231161131S1526854l1045492259 182 111234 I33 891 21950 
992 366 422464 148 IO6 61 1 5325 
0.209 652 311 611 375 152685 41 1 045 492 259 182 111 234 133 891 219 SO 

992 366 422464 14 

P- 

11.7544 
23.0148 
342751 
45.5355 
56.7959 

68.0563 

79.3161 

90.551 
992366422464 148 10661 1 532 546262 815 29 

992366422464 748 10661 I 532546 262681 529 155 02654464 
0.209 652317 611 315 152 68541 1 045 492259 182 111234 I33 891 219 50 

90 0.?09652 31167731SlS2685411 OS492259 182 111234 133891 21950 101.831 

113.098 100 

200 0.209652 311611 315 152685 411 045492 259 182 117 234 133 891 279 50 
992366422464148 106611 532546262681 529 155026544641 510317 

225.102 

542812386658664001 589206481 912541426853691961439436661 
115 793 364 124 I24019 2 18 399086669 939456 856985 801 346604055 
838516501 158 169 1565291955063 

Repeating the application of this method for M < y < M + 1, we find 

M-1 
axF-M(y, U)iayk = C(-B(U))~S(~- ' -~) (~  - m) + ( - ~ ) ~ ~ M ( ~ ) s ( k - l - q ~  - M )  

*=O 

fork 2 M + 1. 
Finally, for M Q y < M + 1, formula (24) is obtainable. 

Equation (24) for y = M (integer lethargy's values) takes the form 

M 

a"-@, U)iaykiY=, = ( - l )mBm(~)S(a- ' -m)(M -m) fork 2 M - t  1. (28) 
m=0 

In this way, finally, for k = M + 1, we find 

(29) 

The above expression is not m l l  since we have S ( x )  = 0 for x # 0, and S(x) = 00 for 
x = 0 (Maisel 1971). Furthermore, for k = M + p where p = 1,2,3, . . ., we have 

M M  aM+'F-(y, = (-1) B (u)s(o). 

a M + p  F- (Y, u)/8yM+P IY=.u = (- l ) M B  M(u)S("')(0) p = l , 2 , 3  ,.... 
Clearly, the function F-(y,  U )  is not polynomial for integer lethargy, because for ordinary 
polynomials of the type 
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or, generally, 

Accordingly, the statement at the end of the comment is not correct, for any integer y. 

is interesting because the expression of the form 
Let us note that this analysis is irrelevant for the transcendental method theory, but it 

rests on the commentator's objection. Namely, this formula falsifies the commentator's 
claims even for finite y = M.  In the above formula ME is the value of the integer lekhargy 
M when the error function defined as 

G-(M,  IL) = Y - Bexp(Y) (32) 

satisfies the inequality 

P J M ,  U) = -lgiG-(M, U)] P, for M >, Mg (33) 

where P, is an arbitrary large positive-number and, for large M ,  l/P, vanishes. Large M 
(large integer lethargy y) is defined in section 1, and Y is defined in equation (31). 

Some calculations based on equations (31), (32) and (33) are shown in'table 1 for 
various values of lethargy M, and applied to the parameta B(u) = 0.17, for instance. 

Finally, having analysed all that is written in the comment, I must declare that the 
commentator's statements are neither sigaificant nor relevant for the transcendental method 
theory and its application. 
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